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ON QUADRISECANT LINES OF THREEFOLDS IN P5
EMILIA MEZZETTI
Dedicated to Silvio Greco in occasion of his 60-th birthday.
We study smooth threefolds of P5 whose quadrisecant lines dont �llup the space. We give a complete classi�cation of those threefolds X whoseonly quadrisecant lines are the lines contained in X . Then we prove that, ifX admits true quadrisecant lines, but they dont �ll up P5 , then either Xis contained in a cubic hypersurface, or it contains a family of dimension atleast two of plane curves of degree at least four.
Introduction.
The classical theorem of general projection for surfaces says that a generalprojection in P3 of a smooth complex projective surface S of P5 is a surface Fwith ordinary singularities i.e. its singular locus is either empty or is a curve γsuch that:
(i) γ is either non singular or has at most a �nite number of ordinary triplepoints;(ii) every smooth point of γ is either a nodal point or a pinch-point of F ;(iii) the general point of γ is a nodal point for F ;(iv) every triple point of γ is an ordinary triple point of F .
(see [6], [11])Moreover γ is empty if and only if S is already contained in a P3.
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Note that the projection to P3 can be split in two steps: in the �rst stepfrom P5 to P4 S acquires only double points, while triple points appear only inthe second step from P4 to P3.
The problem of classifying the surfaces S such that F does not have anytriple point is equivalent to the problem of classifying the intermediate surfacesS � of P4 whose trisecant lines dont �ll up P4, or without apparent triple pointsin the old fashioned terminology. This problem had been tackled by Severiin [17]. His approach was based on the description of hypersurfaces of P4containing a 3dimensional family of lines: they are quadrics and hypersurfacesbirationally �bered by planes. By consequence his theorem says that a surfaceS � without apparent triple points either is contained in a quadric or is birationally�bered by plane curves of degree at least 3. Recently Aure ([1]) made this resultprecise under smoothness assumption, proving that, if a surface S � as above isnot contained in a quadric, then it is an elliptic normal scroll.
In the study of threefolds, several analogous questions appear, not allcompletely answered yet. Here we are concernedmainly with smooth threefoldsof P5 and their projections to P4. We want to study their 4-secant lines, tryingin particular to describe threefolds whose 4-secant lines dont �ll up the space.We �rst study threefolds X whose only 4-secant lines are the lines contained inX : we give a complete description of them (Theorem 2.1). Then we considerthe threefolds with a 5-dimensional family of 4-secant lines (or more generallyk-secant lines, with k ≥ 4): we �nd that these lines cannot �ll up P4 and thatX is birationally ruled by surfaces of P3 of degree k (Theorem 2.3). There areno examples of this situation and it seems sensible to guess that in fact it cannothappen.
The general situation is that of 3-folds whose 4-secant lines form a familyof dimension four, i.e. a congruence of lines. To understand the case of acongruence of order 0, i.e. of lines not �lling up P5, we imitate the approach ofSeveri: we have to look at hypersurfaces Y of P4 covered by a 4-dimensionalfamily of lines. We �nd that a priori there are many possibilities for suchhypersurfaces. More precisely, if we consider a general hyperplane section Vof such a Y , this is a threefold of P4 covered by a 2-dimensional family of lines.The threefolds like that are studied in [12], where the following result is proved:
Theorem 0.1. Let V ⊂ P4 be a projective, integral hypersurface over analgebraically closed �eld of characteristic zero, covered by lines. Let � ⊂
G(1, 4) denote the Fano scheme of the lines on V . Assume that � is genericallyreduced of dimension 2. Let µ denote the number of lines of � passing througha general point of V and g the sectional genus of V , i.e. the geometric genus ofa plane section of V . Then µ ≤ 6 and one of the following happens:
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(i) µ = 1, i.e. V is birationally a scroll over a surface;
(ii) V is birationally ruled by smooth quadric surfaces over a curve (µ = 2);
(iii) V is a cubic hypersurface with singular locus of dimension at most one; ifV is smooth, then � is irreducible and µ = 6;
(iv) V has degree d ≤ 6, g = 1, 2 ≤ µ ≤ 4 and V is a projection in P4 of oneof the following:
- a complete intersection of two hyperquadrics in P5, d = 4;
- a section of G(1, 4) with a P6, d = 5;
- a hyperplane section of P2 × P2 , d = 6;
- P1 × P1 × P1 , d ≤ 6.
To apply this result to a fourfold Y generated by the 4-secant lines of athreefold, it is necessary �rst of all to understand the meaning of the assumptionof generic reducedness on � . We prove that this hypothesis is equivalent to thenon-existence of a �xed tangent plane to V along a general line of� . ThreefoldsV not satisfying this assumption are then described in Proposition 3.4.
So it is possible to perform an analysis of the possible cases for the fourfoldY . This leads to a result very similar to the theorem of Severi for surfaces quotedabove:
Theorem 0.2. Let X be a smooth non-degenerate threefold of P5 not containedin a quadric. Let � be an irreducible component of dimension 4 of �4(X ) suchthat a general line of � is k-secant X (k ≥ 4). Assume that the union of thelines of � is a hypersurface Y . Then either Y is a cubic or Y contains a familyof planes of dimension 2 which cut on X a family of plane curves of degree k.
Recently, a different approach to the study of multisecant lines of smooththreefolds of P5 has been considered by Sijong Kwak ([8]). It is based on thewell-known monoidal construction. He proves that, if the 4-secant lines of Xdont �ll up P5, then either h2(OX ) �= 0 or h1(OX (1)) �= 0. Moreover he givesan explicit formula for q4(X ), the number of 4-secant lines through a generalpoint of P5, depending on deg X , on the sectional genus and on the two Eulercharacteristics χ(OX) and χ(OS), where S is a general hyperplane section. Itis interesting to note that, testing this formula on all known smooth threefoldsof P5, one gets q4(X ) = 0 only for those contained in a cubic hypersurface.
Aknowledgment. I warmly thank Silvio Greco and Dario Portelli for severaldicussions on the topic of this paper and for encouragement. I would like tothank Prof. Sijong Kwak for inviting me to KIAS of Seoul. There I bene�ttedalso from interesting conversations with Prof. Fjodor Zak, whom I gratefullythank.
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1. Multisecants lines of threefolds in P5.
Let X be an integral smooth threefold of P5 not contained in a hyperplane.To de�ne the multisecant lines of X , we follow the approach of Le Barz ([9]).Let k ≥ 2 be an integer number. Let HilbkP5 be the Hilbert scheme ofsubschemes of length k of P5, and HilbkcP5 be its smooth open subvarietyparametrizing curvilinear subschemes, i.e. subschemes which are containedin a smooth curve. Let AlkP5 denote the subscheme of HilbkcP5 of length ksubschemes lying on a line and Hilbkc X that of subschemes contained in X .The following cartesian diagram de�nes Alk X , the scheme of aligned k-tuplesof points of X : Alk X −→ AlkP5
↓ ↓Hilbkc X −→ HilbkcP5.
We have: dimHilbkcP5 = 5k, dim AlkP5 = 10 + (k − 2) = 8 + k,dimHilbkc X = 3k; so, if Alk X is nonempty, then any irreducible componentof its has dimension at least (8+ k) + (3k) − (5k) = 8− k.Let now a : AlkP5 −→ G(1, 5)
be the natural map (axe) to the Grassmannian of lines of P5. Note that all �bersof a have dimension k.The image scheme �k(X ) := a(Alk (X )) is by de�nition the family ofk-secant lines of X . Clearly all lines contained in X belong to �k(X ). IfAlk X = ∅, then obviously also �k(X ) = ∅: in this case no line cuts X inat least k points or is contained in X .Let us consider now the restriction a¯ of a to an irreducible component �of Alk X : a¯ : � −→ a¯(�) ⊂ G(1, 5).
We have : dim a¯(�) = dim� − dim�l , where �l := a¯−1(l) is the �bre overl , a general line of a¯(�). There are two possibilities, i.e. either dim�l = k ifl ⊂ X , or dim �l = 0 if l ∩ X is a scheme of �nite length. By consequence,either dim a¯(�) = dim� − k, if any line of a¯(�) is contained in X , or elsedim a¯(�) = dim� if a general line of a¯(�) is not contained in X .
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Some rather precise information on the families of k-secant lines of three-folds for particular k come from the classical theorems of general projection.For smooth curves in P3 and smooth surfaces in P4 there are very precise theo-rems, describing the singular locus of the projected variety (see [7], [11], [1]).From these results, passing to general sections with linear spaces of dimen-sion 3 and 4, it follows that a general projection X � in P4 of a smooth threefoldX of P5 acquires a double surface D, i.e. a surface whose points have multi-plicity at least two on X �, and a triple curve T ⊂ D, i.e. a curve whose pointshave multiplicity at least three on X �. Moreover, D is non-empty unless X isdegenerate and T is non-empty unless X is contained in a quadric. In termsof multisecant lines, this means that, through a general point P of P5, therepasses a 2-dimensional family of 2-secant lines of X : we have that �2(X ) isirreducible of dimension 6. If moreover X is not contained in a quadric, thenthe trisecant lines through P form a family of dimension 1, so �3(X ) has di-mension 5 and its lines �ll up P5. I would like to emphasize that D is trulydouble and T is truly triple for X �, or, in other words, a general secant line of Xis not trisecant and a general trisecant line is not quadrisecant.On the other hand, it has been proved that X � does not have any point ofmultiplicity 5 or more (see [15], [10]). Hence the 5-secant lines of X never �llup P5.
Remark 1.1. It is interesting to note that no smooth threefold X in P5 hasAl3(X ) = ∅. Indeed, if so, a general curve section C of X would be a smoothcurve of P3 without trisecant lines. It is well known that such a curve C is eithera skew cubic or an elliptic quartic. So X could be either P1 × P2 or a completeintersection of two quadrics: in both cases, X is an intersection of quadrics, sothe trisecant lines are necessarily contained in X . But both threefolds containlines: they form a family of dimension 3 in the �rst case and of dimension 2 inthe second one.
2. Quadrisecant lines: special cases.
The �rst case we consider is that of threefolds without true quadrisecantlines.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a smooth threefold of P5 . Then Al4(X ) �= ∅. If itsquadrisecant lines are all contained in X , then σ4 := dim�4(X ) ≤ 4 and oneof the following possibilities occurs:
σ4 = 4, X is a P3;
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σ4 = 3, X is a quadric hypersurface (contained in a hyperplane of P5), or
P1 × P2;
σ4 = 2, X is a cubic hypersurface (contained in a hyperplane of P5), ora complete intersection of type (2, 2), or a Castelnuovo threefold, or aBordiga scroll;
σ4 = 1, X is a complete intersection of type (2, 3), or an inner projectionof a complete intersection of type (2, 2, 2) in P6;
σ4 = 0, X is a complete intersection of type (3, 3).
Proof. By [16], the maximal dimension of a family of lines contained in athreefold X is 4, and the maximum is attained only by linear spaces. Moreover,if the dimension is 3, then either X is a quadric or it is birationally a scroll overa curve. Being X smooth, in the last case X is P1 × P2 (see [14]).If σ4 ≤ 2, then a general hyperplane section S of X contains only a�nite number of lines and does not possess any other 4-secant line. In [3]one proves that there is a �nite explicit list of such surfaces S . They have alldegree at most 9 and are all arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, except the ellipticscroll. The smooth threefolds X having them as general hyperplane sectionsare all described (see for instance [5]) and are precisely those appearing inthe list above. More precisely, a Castelnuovo threefold has degree 5, its idealis generated by the maximal minors of a 2 × 3 matrix of forms: in the �rsttwo columns the entries are linear while in the third one they are quadratic,X is �bered by quadrics over P1. The Bordiga scroll has degree 6, its idealis generated by the maximal minors of a 3 × 4 matrix of linear forms, it is ascroll over P2. Finally, the computation of the dimension of the family of linescontained in a smooth complete intersection as above is classical. Note that inall cases X contains lines, so Al4(X ) �= ∅.
Remark 2.2. Note that all threefoldswhose only quadrisecant lines are the linescontained in them are cut out by quadrics and cubics.
From now on we will consider only smooth non-degenerate threefolds in
P5 such that the general line of at least one irreducible component of �4(X )is not contained in X . Hence the dimension of such a component � is atleast 4. On the other hand dim� < 6, otherwise every secant line wouldbe quadrisecant, which is excluded by general projection theorems. If thedimension of such a component is 5, then we have the following result.
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a smooth non-degenerate threefold of P5 , let � be anirreducible component of �4(X ) of dimension 5. Then the lines of � dont �llup P5 . More precisely either their union is a quadric or it is a hypersurfacebirationally ruled by P3s over a curve.
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Proof. Let H be a general hyperplane and let S := X ∩H , �� := �∩G(1, H ).S is a smooth surface of P4 and �� is a family of dimension 3 of quadrisecantlines of S . From the general projection result for surfaces, it follows that thelines of �� dont �ll up H , so their union is a hypersurface V in H . By [16],either V is a quadric or it is birationally �bered by planes. In the �rst case, Vlifts to a quadric containg X and all its quadrisecant lines.
In the second case, the planes of V cut on S a one-dimensional family ofplane curves of degree, say, a: since the lines of these planes have to be 4-secant S , then a ≥ 4. Coming back to P5, X contains a family of dimension atleast 4 of plane curves of degree at least 4. Let W be the subvariety of G(2, 5)parametrizing those planes. We consider the focal locus of the family W on a�xed plane π (see [4] for generalities about the theory of foci): it must containthe plane curve of X lying on π . But the matrix representing the characteristicmap of W restricted to π is a 3 × 4 matrix of linear forms on π , so it cannotdegenerate along a curve of degree strictly bigger than 3, unless it degenerateseverywhere on π . So all planes of the family are focal planes. Let f be theprojection from the incidence correspondence of W to P5: the differential off has always a kernel of dimension two and image of dimension 4. By theanalogous of Sards theorem, it follows that the union of the planes of W is avariety Y of dimension 4. By [16], we conclude that Y is birationally ruled by
P3s over a curve.
Remark 2.4. Under the assumption of Theorem 2.3, if X is not contained ina quadric, then it is covered by a one-dimensional family of surfaces of P3 ofdegree at least 4, whose hyperplane sections are the plane curves covering S .So the plane curves on X are cut by the planes of the P3s of Y .
3. Quadrisecant lines not �lling up the spaces.
We assume now that X is a non-degenerate smooth threefold in P5,such that all irreducible components of �4(X ), corresponding to lines not allcontained in X , have dimension 4. A subscheme of dimension 4 of G(1, 5)is called a congruence of lines. To a congruence of lines � one associates aninteger number, its order: the number of lines of � passing through a generalpoint of P5. More formally, it is the intersection number of � with the Schubertcycle of lines through a point. The order of �4(X ) will be denoted by q4(X ). Itis clear that if X is contained in a quadric or in a cubic hypersurface, then thishypersurface contains also the quadrisecant lines of X , hence q4(X ) = 0. It isnatural to try to reverse this implication, so one can consider the following
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Question . Do there exist smooth threefolds X in P5 , not contained in a cubic,but such that the 4-secant lines of X form a congruence with q4(X ) = 0 ?
From now on, we assume that H 0(IX (3)) = (0), dim�4(X ) = 4 andq4(X ) = 0. Let Y be the hypersurface of P5 union of the 4-secant lines ofX . Let � be the Fano scheme of lines contained in Y : �4(X ) is a union ofone or more irreducible components of � . Let now H be a general hyperplane,S := X ∩ H and V := Y ∩ H . So �� := � ∩ G(1, H ) is the Fano schemeof lines contained in V and �4(S) = �4(X ) ∩ G(1, H ) parametrizes 4-secantlines of S .In order to apply Theorem 0.1 to our situation, we want to give somecharacterization of threefolds covered by lines with non-reduced associatedFano scheme. First of all we recall a result from [12].Let V be a threefold of P4 covered by a two dimensional family of lines andlet �¯ be an irreducible component of dimension two of its Fano scheme of lines.Let r be a line on V which is a general point of �¯ , let P be a general point ofr and let P(TPV ) be the projective plane obtained by projectivization from thetangent space to V at P , its points correspond to tangent lines to V at P . Choosehomogeneous coordinates in P4 such that P = [1, 0, . . . , 0] and TPV hasequation x4 = 0. In the af�ne chart x0 �= 0 with non-homogeneous coordinatesyi = xi/x0, i = 1, . . . , 4, V has an equation G = G1+G2+G3+. . .+Gd = 0,where the Gi are the homogeneous components of G and G1 = x4. It isconvenient to write Gi = Fi+ y4Hi , where the Fi are polynomials in y1, y2, y3.The equations y4 = F2 = 0 (resp. y4 = F2 = F3 = 0) represent lines in
P(TPV ) which are at least 3-tangent (resp. 4-tangent) to V at P .
Proposition 3.1. With the notations just introduced, �¯ is reduced at r if andonly if in P(TPV ) the intersection of the conic F2 = 0 with the cubic F3 = 0 isreduced at the point corresponding to r .
Proof. [12], Proposition 1.3.
In the following characterization, we need again the notion of focal schemeof a family of lines (see [4]).
Proposition 3.2. Let V be a threefold of P4 covered by a two dimensionalfamily of lines. Let �¯ be an irreducible component of dimension two of theFano scheme of lines on V . Then the following are equivalent:
(1) �¯ is non-reduced;(2) V has a �xed tangent space of dimension at least two along a general lineof �¯;(3) on each general line of the family �¯ there is at least one focal point.
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Proof. (1)⇔ (2). One implication is Proposition 1.5 of [12]. This implicationand the inverse one, which is similar, follow from a local computation and fromProposition 3.1.
(2) ⇔ (3). Let the line r be a smooth, general point of �¯ and let[x0, . . . , x4] be homogeneous coordinates in P4 such that r has equationsx2 = x3 = x4 = 0. We consider the restriction to r of the global characteristicmap relative to the family of lines �¯:
χ(r) : Tr�¯ ⊗ Or → Nr/P4 .
Since Tr�¯ ⊗ Or � O2r and Nr/P4 � Or (1)3, the map χ(r) can be representedby a suitable 3 × 2 matrix M, with linear entries li j (x0, x1). If there is a �xedtangent plane Mr to V along r , it gives a (�xed) normal direction to r in P4. If
� ⊂ K 5 is the vector space of dimension two corresponding to r , this normaldirection can be represented by a vector v ∈ K 5/�, with v �= 0. Moreover, forany P ∈ r , the columns ofM evaluated at P are elements of K 5/�.With this set-up we can rephrase the condition that the tangent spaces to Vat the points of r all contain the plane Mr as follows, where v = (v1, v2, v3):
(∗) det
�
v1 l11(P) l12(P)
v2 l21(P) l22(P)
v3 l31(P) l32(P)
�
= 0
for every P ∈ r . The development of the above determinant is a quadraticform in x0, x1, whose three coef�cients linearly depend on v1, v2, v3. Sincethe determinant vanishes for each choice of x0, x1, these coef�cients have tobe identically zero. This can be interpreted as a homogeneous linear systemof three equations which admits the non-trivial solution (v1, v2, v3). Thedeterminant of the matrix of the coef�cients of the system is therefore zero. It isa polynomial G , homogeneous of degree 6 in the coef�cients of the linear formsli j , which can be explicitlywritten. If ϕ12, ϕ13, ϕ23 are the quadratic forms givenby the 2 × 2 minors of M, it is possible to verify that the resultant of any twoof them is a multiple of G . Being G = 0, it follows that the polynomials ϕi j shave a common linear factor. Hence on a general r ∈ �1 there exists a focalpoint.The inverse implication is similar: if the polynomials ϕi j have a commonlinear factor L , such that ϕi j = Lψi j , for all i, j , then the (∗) takes the form
v1ψ23 − v2ψ13 + v3ψ12 = 0: this is an equation in v1, v2, v3 which certainlyadmits a non-zero solution. This gives a vector v ∈ K 5/�, hence a normaldirection to r that generates the required plane Mr .
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Proposition 3.3. If the equivalent conditions of Proposition 3.2 are satis�ed,let F be the focal scheme on V . Then F is a point or a curve or a surface. Inthe �rst case V is a cone, in the second case F is a fundamental curve for thelines of �¯ and V is a union of cones with vertex on F, in the third case all linesof �¯ are tangent to F .
Proof. Let I ⊂ �¯ × P4 be the incidence correspondence, and let f : I → Vand q : I → �¯ be the projections. The focal scheme on V can be seen as thebranch locus of the map f , i. e. the image of the rami�cation locus F , which isa surface. So dim F ≤ 2.The �rst two cases are clear. We have to show that, if F is a surface,then all lines of �¯ are tangent to V . Let P be a focal point on r and assumethat P is a smooth point for F . Let s ⊂ I be the �bre of q over the pointrepresenting r . The tangent space to I at (P, r) contains the tangent spaceto F at (P, r), the line s and the kernel of the differential map d f of f at
(P, r). Since F is smooth at P , this latter space is transversal to T(P,r)F , andthe image of d f is d f (T(P,r)F ) = TPF . But also s is transversal to ker(d f ),hence r = d f (s) ⊂ TPF .
Remark 3.4.1. One can prove that, if on each line r of �¯ there is also a second focalpoint, possibly coinciding with the �rst one, then the tangent space to V is �xedalong r and �¯ is the family of the �bres of the Gauss map of V (see [13]). Inthis case, clearly, only one line of �¯ passes through a general point of V .2. Also in the last case of Proposition 3.3, i.e. if the focal locus on V is asurface F and on a general line r of �¯ there is only one simple focus, we canconclude that only one line of �¯ passes through a general point of V . Indeed,�rst of all let us exclude that there are two lines r and r � of �¯ which are bothtangent to F at a general point P . Otherwise r and r � are both contained inTPF and the hyperplanes which are tangent to V along r vary in the pencilcontaining the �xed plane Mr , which coincides with TPF in this case. So thepencil would be the same for r and r � , and every hyperplane in the pencil wouldbe tangent to V at two points, one on r and the other on r � , which is impossible.So only one line of �¯ passes through a general focal point on V . But then afortiori the same conclusion holds true also for a general non-focal point of V .
We are now able to prove Theorem 0.2 stated in the Introduction.
Proof of Theorem 0.2. Let V = Y ∩ H , where H is a general hyperplane.Hence V is a hypersurface of P4 covered by a 2-dimensional family of lines:this is the situation of Theorem 0.1. If one irreducible component �¯ of the Fanoscheme of lines on V is non-reduced, then it follows from Proposition 3.3 and
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the subsequent Remark 3.4 that V is a cone, or a union of cones with verticeson a curve C , or a union of lines all tangent to a surface F : in this last case onlyone line of �¯ passes through a general point of V . It is easy to check that, inthe �rst two cases, to have such a V as general hyperplane section, Y has to bea cone over V . In the third case, the lines through a general point of Y forma surface which intersects the general hyperplane H in one line (Remark 3.4),so this surface is necessarily a plane. In any event Y contains a 2-dimensionalfamily of planes, cutting plane curves on X .Now we assume that all irreducible components �¯ of the Fano scheme oflines on V are reduced. If V is as in case (i) of Theorem 0.1, i.e. if µ = 1, thenthe lines of Y through a general point form a plane, and we are done.
We consider now case (ii): we prove �rst that Y cannot be birationally�bered by smooth quadric surfaces. Assume, by contradiction, that Y containssuch a family of quadrics and let P be a �xed general point of Y . Then onlyone quadric FP of the family passes through P , so the lines contained in Yand passing through P form a quadric cone QP , the intersection of FP with itstangent space at P . The linear span P3P :=< QP > is the tangent space to FPat P . We consider the curve CP := X ∩ QP : it is a k-secant curve on the coneQP , so degCP = 2k and pa(CP ) = (k − 1)2. On the other hand X ∩ P3P isa connected curve of degree d = deg X . If it contains also another curve C �Pdifferent from CP , then every point of CP ∩C �P is singular for X ∩P3P , so, beingX smooth, P3P has to be tangent to X at each point of CP ∩C �P . But {P3P}P∈Y is afamily of dimension 4 of 3-spaces and the tangent spaces to X form a family ofdimension 3. Therefore every P3P should be tangent to in�nitely many quadricsof Y , i.e. to all quadrics of Y , which is impossible. So X ∩ P3P = CP , d = 2kand the sectional genus of X is (k−1)2 = ( d2 −1)2. But this is the Castelnuovobound, so every curve section of X with a 3-space is contained in a quadric,which implies that also X is contained in a quadric hypersurface: this gives therequired contradiction. As a consequence, if V is as in (ii) of Theorem 0.1,then Y is birationally �bered by quadrics of rank at most 3. So the k-secantlines of X are necessarily cut by the planes contained in these quadrics.It remains to analyze the four cases of (iv) in Theorem 0.1, with g = 1.If V is a projection of a complete intersection of type (2, 2), then also Y isa projection of a fourfold Z of degree 4 in P6, complete intersection of twoquadrics. We have the following diagram:
Z ⊂ P6
π ↓X �→ Y ⊂ P5
where π is the projection from a suitable point P . P /∈ Z , because d = 4,
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hence the singular locus of Y is a threefold D of degree 2, according to theformula deg D = (d−1)(d−2)/2−g, where d = deg Z and g is the sectionalgenus, so D does not contain X . Therefore the restriction of π : π−1(X )→ Xis regular and birational: but X , being smooth, is linearly normal, so π−1(X )is already contained in a P5 and the projection is an isomorphism. In this casedeg X < deg Z = 4, but the smooth threefolds of low degree in P5 are allcompletely described (see for instance [2]) and this possibility is excluded.The second possibility for V is being a projection of G(1, 4)∩P6 of degree5. So Y is a projection from a line� of a fourfold Z of degree 5 in P7. Arguingas in the previous case, we get that � ∩ Z = ∅, then either X is contained inthe double locus of Y , which has degree 5, or π−1(X ) is contained in a P5 andagain deg X < 5. Both possibilities are excluded as before.The last case is when V is a projection of a threefold of degree 6 andsectional genus one of P7. If � ∩ Z = ∅, it can be treated in the same way,observing that in this case the degree of the double locus of Y is 9. So �∩Z �= ∅and the intersection should contain the whole centre of projection. But thendeg Y = 3.
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